Very Important!
Filling out this form only reserves a spot in class and housing for Junction Summer Session 2021. This form does not admit you to Texas Tech or register you for class. You must have the instructor’s permission to register. Please have the instructor sign this form or email their approval to karen.lopez@ttu.edu. Once approval is received we will permit you in order for you to register in Raiderlink.

COURSE RESERVATION INFORMATION:
Please select the class for which you are planning to register

COURSE NUMBER/TITLE:

NRM3300-001 Geographic Information Systems for NRM  DATES: June 1st – June 16th, 2021
CRN: 72938  (Lionel Plummer)

NRM3407-001/501 Vegetation & Wildlife Inventory & Analysis Techniques  DATES: June 17th – July 2nd, 2021
CRN: 36584/36585  (Blake Grisham)

NRM3407-002/502 Vegetation & Wildlife Inventory & Analysis Techniques  DATES: June 17th – July 2nd, 2021
CRN: 38688/38689  (Warren Conway)

1st SUMMER SESSION I: HOUSING AND DINING RESERVATION INFORMATION  JUNE 1st – June 16th, 2021
*Air Conditioned Unit: ________________ $473.00    *Open Air Cabin: ________________ $443.00

2nd SUMMER SESSION I: HOUSING AND DINING RESERVATION INFORMATION  JUNE 17th – July 2nd, 2021
*Air Conditioned Unit: ________________ $473.00    *Open Air Cabin: ________________ $443.00

*NOTE: meals will begin with dinner the first day of class and end with breakfast on the last day. During this academic session, there is no dinner served on Saturday and dinner only served on Sunday.

Special Requests: Special Dietary Restrictions (i.e. Vegetarian, Gluten…) ________________________     Allergies? ________________________

*Suggestions/Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I authorize Junction academic program staff to permit me for the class listed above for the Junction Summer Session 2021. I understand I am responsible for registering myself in Raiderlink.

TTU Junction enforces the code of student conduct relating to alcohol, drugs and firearms.  CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IS NOT PERMITTED ON THE JUNCTION CAMPUS.  ANY VIOLATION RELATING TO SUCH WILL RESULT IN IMMEDIATE EXPULSION FROM THE FIELD STATION AND CLASS.

Please sign below to allow TTU Junction staff to permit you in the above class

___________________________________________________________________________
Signature

_________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Instructor (indicates approval to enroll in this class)